Return/exchange policy.
Not satisfied? Of course it is possible to return your order within 14 days. Please fill in
the contactform. We will send you an email with the return address. The costs for the return of
the article is for your own account. Once we have received the product and it is in original state
we will send you a confirmation.
Materials Caps
LaVaLL snapbacks are made from twill or arcryl/wool. For the labels we use materials such as
polular wood and leather, The leather labels are cut with the laser, the illustrations are laserengraved. The use of state-of-the-art technology means that even fine structures can be
reproduced. All materials are non-toxic. The leather comes from young German bulls, tanned
only with natural minerals and plant substances. By using complete skins, which differ within the
different regions of the body of the bull in color, thickness and fat and the skin of each animal to
each other also differs greatly in these factors, it is ensured that each label looks different and
thus receives its individual charm. This natural leather labels are very lively and changing due
toÂ external influences, for example water or sun.
Materials sweatshirts
Our sweaters are made from 80% ring spun cotton and 20% polyester. Ring spun cotton is a
finer thread of cotton produced using a spinning wheel. It's softer to the touch and the spun fibers
are more compacted providing a greater measure of strength. For the print is chosen for Flexprint technique. This technique is very thin PU material plotted and pressed with heat and
pressure on the clothes. It has a very good washability and is very strong. PLEASE DO NOT
IRON ON THE PRINT! In 2016 our latest newcomer is the sweater with embroidery design. This
baby is made from 80% ringspun cotton/ 20 polyester and a Perfect Sweat Technology. .
How to wash my LaVaLL sweaters?
It's best to wash the shirt on machinewash maximum 30°C or by hand. Iron inside out. PLEASE
DO NOT IRON ON THE PRINT!
Size
How do I choose the right size? LaVaLL sweaters are unisex and should be worn a bit loose. If
you have size 36 or 36/38, choose Medium. if you have size 38 or more 38/40 choose Large.
Keep in mind the sweater will shrink a little bit after the first wash.
If you have any questions please contact us by email: info@lav-all.nl
Greetz, LaVaLL
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